Antique youtube

Discovering America's hidden treasures. Here you will find Part adventure, part history lesson,
and part treasure hunt and much more. Tom has been restoring furniture professionally since
Since Jan Channel youtube. About Youtuber Hi guys, welcome to Antiquesarena. I am trying to
give you a variety from educational videos on understanding and appreciating all aspects of
antiques and collectables, In addition i am taking you on a real life treasure hunt as i show you
some of my finds from car boot sales, antique fairs, auction houses, charity shops etc. About
Youtuber Founded in , M. Rau Antiques is among the premier fine art and antiques galleries,
building life-long relationships of trust with of discerning collectors world-wide. About Youtuber
Discover how to locate, restore and profit from antiques and collectables. Andrew Campbell
founder and owner of AC Silver has been dealing in antique sterling silver and diamond
jewellery since Since Jul Channel youtube. About Youtuber Mostly Boxes Antiques, an online
store specializing in antique boxes. Here you will find videos providing information and history
behind the items sold, provided by antique box restorer and specialist Gary Munday. Barcelona
About Youtuber We restore and sell vintage and antique items. The present is an almost
ephemeral moment that escapes us through our fingers, only memories remain and the objects
that surround us. Since Oct Channel youtube. About Youtuber Fine antiques, collectibles,
exquisite glass of all kinds, home and garden decor and handmade gifts. Find a unique gift or
accent piece to decorate your home. This channel will be used for helpful tutorials on caring for
your antiques as well as showcases of specific items. Since Jun Channel youtube. Brought to
you by your host, Garry Corcoran. Arte Class Antiques is a global purveyor of fine antiques, art
and vintage collectibles. View antiques such as sterling silver, antiques of historical importance
beauty or just items of rarity or interest. Since Nov Channel youtube. A dealer since authenticity
and condition are paramount to me. About Youtuber Welcome to Pushkin Antiques. We have
quickly become associated with providing high quality antiques and exceptional customer
service on-line and in store. Our aim is to carefully research each object and to provide you with
a detailed description, an extensive condition report, professional photographs and provenance
to insure that you are left fully satisfied when making a purchase. Since Sep Channel youtube.
Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube
channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on Feedspot
using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds them to a
relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness , social
metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Top 25 Antique Youtube
Channels. Submit Your Channel. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over
25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche
categories. For Youtubers Submit Channel. Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. Submit
Blog Do you want more traffic, leads, and sales? Submit your blog below if you want to grow
your traffic and revenue. Features cover a combination of traditional high-end antiques as well
as mid-range antiques and collectibles; information on the history of antiques and collectibles.
Bristol, England, United Kingdom About Blog From news to decorating ideas and the world of
vintage and antiques, Homes and Antiques Magazine is your guide to creating the perfect
interior for your home. Also in Paris Blogs Blog antiquesdiva. Atlanta, Georgia, United States
About Blog WorthPoint is the leading online resource for finding, valuing and pricing your
antiques and collectibles with more than million 'sold for' prices. Nashville, Tennessee, United
States About Blog Gem Gossip focuses on jewelry trends, antique and period jewelry, celebrity
jewelry, as well as exclusive designer interviews. It is also a hub for gemstone and jewelry
education, considering Danielle's Graduate Gemologist studies through the Gemological
Institute of America. Lalique, Le Verre Francais and Schneider and many more. Lillicoco's
source only the finest vintage jewels for you to choose from; ranging from Art Deco to Mid
century Facebook fans 3. London, England, United Kingdom About Blog Fellows Antiques blog
is about a fascinating look at the history and significance of a diverse range of antiques, fine
art, silver, coins and medals, Jewellery, Watches, Clocks and Furniture all featuring in Fellows
auctions. Fellows founded in and situated in Birmingham's historic Jewellery Quarter, Fellows
is one of the UK's leading auction houses. Blog fellows. England, United Kingdom About Blog
Antiques World blog is designed to display fine quality antiques including antique furniture
constructed from the finest quality timbers. Antiques world is owned by Driscolls Antiques ltd
who specialise in high quality British antique furniture and unique antique collectables.
Walton's buys and sells antique and estate jewelry, performs jewelry repair and appraisals.
Ageless Heirlooms is an elegant online boutique offering fine antique jewelry and estate jewelry
from many periods including but not limited to Victorian Jewelry, Art Deco Rings, Art Nouveau
Brooches, Retro Cocktail Rings, as well as an impressive collection of Antique and Vintage
Diamond Engagement Rings. The articles are written and moderated by experts jewelers and
gemologists. Blog samsantiqueblog. About Blog Melissa's Antiques is a blog devoted to the

vintage treasures. The blog is packed with different vintage and antiques like cups, bottles,
lamps, fish reels, stamp holders and many more. Blog melissasantiques. Facebook fans 7.
Eric's specialty is the repair and restoration of antique and vintage furniture, including structural and joinery repairs, carving and turning, veneer work, finish restoration, french
polishing. About Blog The Redbriar carries everything from high end antiques and collectables
to beautiful pieces of home decor. Blog greenbriar-redbriar-antiques.. Facebook fans We offer
support in the design, selection, and installation phases. If you are looking for cheap hardware,
move on. Increase the value and preserve the integrity of your home. Buffalo, New York, United
States About Blog A blog centered on the hobby of collecting antique and vintage terrestrial
and celestial globes, and finding their place in history. United States About Blog A web
magazine about antiques and art shows since We blog about Antique Shows, Gallery Openings,
antique news and more. Enjoy the fun and please let me know if you have any questions. San
Francisco, California, United States About Blog Claudio Mariani, a third generation antiques
dealer and restoration expert, founded one of the largest and most prestigious resources for the
world's finest antiques, custom furniture and museum quality restorations. Our specialty at C.
Mariani is 18th century Italian, French and English furniture, lighting, and accessories.
Rosemary McKittirck shares the stories behind these priceless collectibles and provides a new
look at some of your favorite pieces of work. England, United Kingdom About Blog Stockists of
fine vintage vanities and luxury sterling silver accessories as well as a unique array of antique
curios to suit discerning collectors. Blog indiandiamondjewellery. Fort Worth , Texas About
Blog A little antiques store located in Fort Worth that also happens to be the best antiques store
on the planet. Blog eastsideantiques. About Blog C. Blog cdiannezweig. We hope this will
inform you, entertain you, make you laugh, smile and maybe even shock you a little. It's here for
a lot of reasons, but mostly to include you as part of our vintage and antique family. So
subscribe to our blog and we'll send you updates when we post new info. Also in Kansas City
Blogs Blog goodjujukc. Blog grayanddavis. Tags: antique rss feeds , antique news , antique
forums. Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and
youtube channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on
Feedspot using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds
them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness ,
social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Doing blogger outreach or
influencer marketing and want to connect with new influencers in niche markets? Improve your
outreach by connecting with authority bloggers in your domain area. Feedspot media database
has over k Influential Bloggers in over niche categories. Email us us the type of bloggers you
want to reach out at anuj feedspot. Top 30 Antique blogs. Do you want more traffic, leads, and
sales? Submit Your Blog. Homes and Antiques Magazine Bristol, England, United Kingdom
About Blog From news to decorating ideas and the world of vintage and antiques, Homes and
Antiques Magazine is your guide to creating the perfect interior for your home. WorthPoint
Atlanta, Georgia, United States About Blog WorthPoint is the leading online resource for
finding, valuing and pricing your antiques and collectibles with more than million 'sold for'
prices. Gem Gossip Nashville, Tennessee, United States About Blog Gem Gossip focuses on
jewelry trends, antique and period jewelry, celebrity jewelry, as well as exclusive designer
interviews. Fellows Antiques London, England, United Kingdom About Blog Fellows Antiques
blog is about a fascinating look at the history and significance of a diverse range of antiques,
fine art, silver, coins and medals, Jewellery, Watches, Clocks and Furniture all featuring in
Fellows auctions. Antiques World England, United Kingdom About Blog Antiques World blog is
designed to display fine quality antiques including antique furniture constructed from the finest
quality timbers. Charleston Hardware co. Collecting Antique and Vintage Globes Buffalo, New
York, United States About Blog A blog centered on the hobby of collecting antique and vintage
terrestrial and celestial globes, and finding their place in history. The Vintage Compact Shop Antique and collectible history England, United Kingdom About Blog Stockists of fine vintage
vanities and luxury sterling silver accessories as well as a unique array of antique curios to suit
discerning collectors. See also Podcasts. Antique Podcasts. Antique Youtube Channels.
Antique Magazines. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts
whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche categories. For
Bloggers Submit Your Blog. For Marketers Doing blogger outreach or influencer marketing and
want to connect with new influencers in niche markets? Free Email Alerts. Follow Top 30
Antique blogs from one place on Feedspot Reader. Continue with Google. Or, maybe you're
reading up on how Black History Month came to be what it's known as today. Along with
studying up on the history of Black Americans, it's also worth showing your support in other
ways. However, you can also do your part by shopping from Black-owned brands -- including
Black-owned vintage stores. There's no doubt that shopping from Black-owned businesses --

whether they're in the fields of fashion and beauty , health and wellness or another category -is a great way to support the Black community. To get you started on shopping, ET Style
gathered the must-know stores to for shopping in honor of Black History Month now and to
keep in mind for future vintage shopping. Ready to get yourself a piece of history in celebration
of Black History Month? Scroll down to shop ET Style's favorite Black-owned vintage shops
below. The New York-based vintage store has a treasure trove of vintage pieces -- whether
they're from historic events in Black history or part of the culture that shaped it -- to choose
from. If you're looking for cool, feminine pieces to incorporate into your wardrobe, Miami-based
vintage shop Retro Rhapsody is your store. From romantic lace tops to frothy knits and bold
jewelry and accessories, this brand will have all the pretty pieces you could want. Another great
vintage shop with romantic staples is Page of Air. Based in Appalachia, Page of Air has
everything from classic '80s staples like Laura Ashley dresses and vintage Lee denim to vintage
high-fashion from luxury labels like Lanvin. Shopping for vintage fashion is always a more
sustainable route than shopping for new clothes. Whether you're shopping for your wardrobe or
for your home, Circ Antiques offers a unique curation of antique and vintage items. Black- and
woman-owned store Oluchi Vintage drops new arrivals every Friday, which means that there's
always a new selection of stylish vintage clothes available for the taking. The shop is known for
coordinated sets that are bound to dress up your look. View this post on Instagram. Vintage Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. National Holiday Pin Washington D. March in A classic striped sweater
will never get old. This cheerful option has a relaxed, casual fit. Looking for jewelry? Retro
Rhapsody has chunky, '80s necklaces like this one in addition to pretty, romantic and
minimalist-approved closet staples. In case you haven't already heard, sweater vests are back
and in a major way. If you're hoping to channel the classic '80s trend, why not opt for one
straight from the iconic decade? When you want a piece of vintage with a cool update, opt for
reworked pieces, like this cardigan set from Fyre Vintage. These vintage handmade sunglasses
from Friedrich's Optik feel as if they were from another time yet modern at the same time.
Oversized Navy Pinstripe Suit. You'll never go wrong with a classic pantsuit, and this one
features faint pinstripes. If you've ever seen Kate Hudson in 'Almost Famous', there's no doubt
you'll see her in this coat. Whether you've been searching high and low for a coat like Penny
Lane's or not, this is sure to be a statement piece in your closet. Sign up for more shopping
ideas like these! By signing up, you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Today we
have a fascinating collection of Antique Fashion Plates! A variety of ladies and young girls
wearing very fashionable and early Dresses! Oh, how I love to look at Vintage Ladies Fashion
pictures. Ours are delightsome full color images with lovely hats and headpieces as well. We
include beautifully detailed Black and White Fashion Illustrations in this set. I can just see an
amazing Fashion Junk Journal made with these images! This is a very pretty Antique Paris
Fashion Image! Featured here is a young woman wearing a fancy pink dress. The dress has a
floral pattern with lace on the sleeves and some amazing detail on the neckline and hem. Her
hair is in an updo with flowers cascading down from her curls. Here we have a lovely Free
Antique Fashion Image! Shown above is a fashionable woman wearing, according to the title, a
London Promenade Dress. The dress is done in pale blue with some very fancy looking sleeves!
The sleeves have three large puffs on them! This one is also probably from an early fashion
magazine around the mid s. Featured above is a gorgeous Antique London Fashion Image!
Displayed is a stylish young woman wearing a fancy looking white dress with touches of pink
along the hem and at the waist. There appears to be an underskirt that has some pretty lace
details. My guess is that this one is from an s â€” s fashion magazine. Pictured above is a
wonderful European Fashion Print! We have three very elegantly dressed Victorian ladies,
complete with hats and gloves. There are even a couple of parasols! Above is a lovely Victorian
Fashion Plate, showing three well dressed ladies! This one has such beautiful rich jewel tones. I
think it would be so nice for Fall themed projects! What an impressive Victorian Fashion Ladies
Image! This is a wonderful black and white engraving of two pretty ladies all dressed in their
finest clothing. Lots of ruffles and lace here! Scanned from an Antique, Circa Ladies Fashion
Magazine are three sweet little girls all dressed in the latest fashions of the day! One of the girls
is holding a toy hoop! I hope you enjoyed this fun curated collection of Antique Fashion Plates!!
Fabulous images thanks Karen â€” I do love their tiny poimnted shoes â€” reminiscent of the
Chinese bound feet! Stay safe Blessings Maxine. Good morning Maxine, nice to hear from you! I
am so glad you enjoyed the images! Thanks for sharing these; I love seeing the vintage dresses
and wondering how it felt to wear outfits like these and what their lives were like! Your email
address will not be published. By using this form you agree with the storage and handling of
your data by this website. Pin Share. This is a fabulous Paris Fashion Printable! Shown are
three stylish ladies in all their finery! A fun one to frame for some Instant Art for your home!
Need more info about my site? Comments Fabulous images thanks Karen â€” I do love their

tiny poimnted shoes â€” reminiscent of the Chinese bound feet! Kare, These ladies are so
delightful and elegant. Made my day! Thanks for sharing. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Join our growing community of over , on Facebook. Join over 13,
followers on Instagram. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. Are you an antique
dealer or appraiser? Head a flea market or auction? Register and promote your business for
free. Visit our magazine for expert advice and news or join the discussion at facebook. Happy
Hunting!! For any questions related to Antiques. We consistently receive new shipments of
antiques from France, Italy, Spain and other Approx 80 vendors. New merchandise, used
merchandise, collectibles, sometimes antiques, crafts, produce. Elect available. A few of the
illustrators Approximately dealers. Large commercial market with worlds of new and trendy
merchandise, imports and new collectibles. Management does not wish this flea market referred
to as a flea market, so If you have an antique for sale or an entire inventory sell your antiques
for free on Antiques. Looking for antiques? We have over antique categories, including antique
jewelry, antique furniture, antique toys, Asian antiques and many, many more! If you're an
antique dealer please use the following link to our listing form. Home Find. The foremost online
resource to buy, sell, and collect antiques, fine arts and collectibles. Featured Antique Vendors
Legacy Antiques Legacy Antiques proudly offers a fine selection of 18th and 19th Century
French antiques including decorative antique furniture, antique lighting and much more! Ample
parking. Hours 6am-5pm. List an Antique Item for Sale. List My Antique Business and Inventory.
Submit an Antique Article. List Your Antique Inventory for Free! Copyright Contact: webmaster
antiques. Welcome to Antiques. Memorabilia Antique Glass Antique and Vintage Jewelry Art
paintings, prints, frames Antique Lamps and Lighting Antique Paper Items Antique Textiles
Decorative Interior Antique Silver Antique Toys Antique Clocks Antique Coins Reproductions
Sculpture Antique Rugs Antiquities Photography Antique Arms and Armor Instruments and
Implements Asian Antiques Mid Century Modern Antiques and Curiosities Militaria Collectibles
Folk Art Antique Religious Items Art Deco Nautical Antiques Retro 60's, 70's, 80's Vintage Items
Legacy Antiques Legacy Antiques proudly offers a fine selection of 18th and 19th Century
French antiques including decorative antique furniture, antique lighting and much more! Get
alerts of the antiques that interest you as soon as they are uploaded. Welcome to LoveAntiques.
No matter whether you're looking for antiques to buy or sell, we are a marketplace with a wide
variety of antiques for sale online. All the antiques for sale on LoveAntiques. If you have any
questions about what you see for sale, you can contact the seller directly, and they will be able
to answer your questions about their product. We have thousands of genuine antiques available
including art , books , jewellery , furniture , glassware , watches , and much more. You can see
some of the latest items for sale below which have all been added by our registered dealers.
Original Gilt Frame. Above you can see some of the latest items to be added to our website by
our certified dealers. Whether you are looking for Georgian antiques , Victorian antiques ,
Edwardian antiques , or even Art Deco antiques , you will easily be able to find something that
is going to suit your requirements, taste, as well as your budget. With so many high-quality
antiques for sale, the one trouble that you may have is choosing which one to buy. Using our
website allows you to purchase from top antiques dealers in London, or anywhere else in the
country, so gives you access to a wide selection of stock. There are many ways you can use
LoveAntiques. You can browse through our extensive antique category list or you can be more
specific. Search by:. Our fully comprehensive antiques store contains thousands of rare and
unique items from dealers giving you the chance to purchase the best condition vintage-style
items worldwide. Offering high-quality antiques and decorative items, often only seen at your
local antique shop, roadshow, or antique fairs. Browse and buy antiques with complete
confidence at LoveAntiques. One thing that you can be assured of when purchasing from the
antique dealers that trade on our website is that they are all appropriately vetted, as well as
each item they place on the site for sale. There are a few things that you will want to consider
before purchasing antiques, such as age, condition, rarity, collectability, and provenance. All
these factors can influence the value of an item, so are questions that you should ask the
antique dealers online before making your purchase. You may also wish to look at the latest
trends for antiques in the UK, which will help you to gauge how much demand there is for an
item in the current marketplace. Join Love Antiques. There are many benefits from using our
website for both collectors and dealers:. One of the most significant benefits of buying from
LoveAntiques. You can contact the dealers directly and ask any questions that you may have
about their products, as well as pay for your purchases securely using either card payments, or
PayPal. With every antique dealer being scrutinised before they join LoveAntiques. If you are a
dealer and have items that are vintage, antique, or collectable for sale, LoveAntiques. Once you
have created your account and it has been approved, you upload your items for sale providing
detailed descriptions. We will then optimise the pages your products appear on for SEO

purposes, and your stock will instantly be in front of thousands of people. Potential buyers can
contact you directly if they have any questions, and all payments go directly to you. If you are
looking to grow your business, LoveAntiques. If you want to know more about how the site
works, or how to join as a collector or a dealer, send us an email to info loveantiques. If you
love to buy or sell antiques, then LoveAntiques. Authentic antique finds are over years old and
are rare, as they are no longer produced. These antique treasures include those from the
Georgian , Victorian , and Edwardian eras. Vintage items are those aged 50 to years old. If you
decide to buy antiques UK dealers are offering, look for small marks and signatures that are
often placed in an obscure spot of the piece. It's also worth noting that every antique item is
created according to the style of the period during which it was created, so you have to
research about the period that interests you, especially when you buy antiques online. The
items to start looking at in antiques stores are furniture pieces , as some are extremely rare.
Other antiques worth splurging on include art , jewellery , and ceramics , among others. A
reputable antique website provides a price range for each antique for sale, giving you an idea of
how lucrative this type of investment can be. UK antique collectors most frequently buy antique
furniture , silverware, watches , clocks , mirrors , chairs and more. Should you decide to shop
antiques online, UK dealers have to ensure the store or dealer that is selling antiques is an
established one, to avoid ending up with counterfeit items. Antique Furniture. Antique
Jewellery. Antique Lighting. All Antiques. Antique Period Georgian Antiques to The Latest
Antiques and Collectables from our Antique Store Above you can see some of the latest items
to be added to our website by our certified dealers. Explore Antiques for sale at LoveAntiques.
About LoveAntiques. What to consider when buying antiques in the UK? There are many
benefits from using our website for both collectors and dealers: As an Antique Collector - Why
and how to buy antiques on LoveAntiques. ReadMoreâ€¦ Join as Collector. Antique Dealers Why join and how to list your antiques for sale online in UK If you are a dealer and have items
that are vintage, antique, or collectable for sale, LoveAntiques. ReadMoreâ€¦ Join as Dealer.
More Information? Q: How do I know if antiques for sale are valuable? Q: What kinds of
antiques are worth money? Q: What are the most sought after antiques? Please log in to use
this feature. Use one of the services below to sign in to PBS:. You've just tried to add this video
to My List. But first, we need you to sign in to PBS using one of the services below. You've just
tried to add this show to My List. By creating an account, you acknowledge that PBS may share
your information with our member stations and our respective service providers, and that you
have read and understand the Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. We can remove the first video
in the list to add this one. We can remove the first show in the list to add this one. More More.
Watch as specialists from the country's leading auction houses and independent dealers offer
free appraisals of antiques and collectibles, revealing fascinating truths about family treasures
and flea market finds. Additional funding is provided by public television viewers. Learn More
about PBS online sponsorship. Today, both old and new kachina dolls are among the most
desirable collectibles in the Native American crafts market. Skip to Main Content. Watch Now.
Featured on Shop. You have the maximum of videos in My List. You have the maximum of
shows in My List. Official Site Visit Official Site. Sponsored By:. Providing Support for PBS.
Article Collecting Kachina Dolls Today, both old and new kachina dolls are among the most
desirable collectibles in the Native American crafts market. Learn more! More Home and How To
Shows. Support for PBS. Sit Back, get inspired and catch up on the latest antique, vintage,
design and dealer information with the GoAntiques Blog. And now our new Scavenger Hunt
continues in Colorado Springs! Neatstuff Antiques sells fabulous estate jewelry and antiques.
New items will be added everyday so be sure to favori
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te us. We carry vintage very cool cufflinks, antique rings, gold and silver, necklaces, rings,
earrings,. We have valentine Serendipity: the phenomenon of finding valuable or agreeable
things not sought for. Finding fun affordable antique Inglenook Antiques and Collectibles,
established in , operates from a quaint pre's home in Lake Wales, Florida, open to the public.
New items are added weekly so check back often you never know what treasures you will
uncover. If you have any questions or comments please email or phone us. We stock Vintage
Views is an online brokerage catering to the needs of interior designers, dealers, galleries, and
individual collectors around the world. We deal in all types of fine and decorative art, antique,
mid-century and modern designer furn The dealers have combined experience of over twenty
years. We are delighted to join Go Antiques and will strive to offer quality Welcome to
GoAntiques The most established antiques marketplace on the Internet. View Blog.

